
4PS OF RYANAIR BUDGET AIRLINE

Ryanair is one of the oldest and most successful low-cost airlines in Europe, the third largest airline in Europe in terms
of number of passenger and the largest in .

Planes are the most expensive asset that an airline can make. Low price makes the most economic sense for
the service provider when there is significant potential volume, or when the customers are price sensitive.
Conclusion Ryanair is a successful business with great brand. View all posts by Tim Friesner Posted on. Let
us start the Ryan Air Marketing Mix: Product: The product strategy and mix in Ryan Air marketing strategy
can be explained as follows: Ryan Air is a multinational commercial airline founded in Ireland. The company
has deals with Hertz car rental, and a number of hotel businesses. Because of this case, through the website,
more and more people know Ryanair and Ryanair had come out more and more promotion to attract people,
such as? Keeping aircraft in the air as much as possible is another important part of the low cost jigsaw. Since
this is a service marketing brand, here are the other three Ps to make it the 7Ps marketing mix of Ryan Air.
Place Ryanair does not use travel agents so it does not pay agency commissions. News worthy stories based
on related services can be placed on the company's webpage too, or sent to review sites for consumers to read.
Process: Ryan Air does not operate through travel agents. In many ways the business has looked closely at all
aspects of it markets and operations to remold the industry and customer expectations in a unique way. But the
decoration inside and seating arrangement is done to ensure maximum customer satisfaction. This aids speed.
This airline provides low cost, no frills services to European destinations without free food or drink onboard.
Promotion They spend as little as possible on advertising. Low price, value for money, and efficiency are core
values of Ryanair. Low cost or no frills marketing strategies are of great interest to marketers since the
marketing mix employed tends to run in opposition to what makes a great brand â€” and Ryanair is a great
brand and a very successful business. E-leaflets and email marketing can also be beneficial to reach
consumers. Finally, Ryanair needs to continuously keep up with the latest internet technologies and
applications to improve the efficiency of promotion. The passengers who want to make a book have to book at
least 14 days in advance via Ryanair website or by phone call. T he way how Raynair provides low price fare
should be re-evaluated. It is cheaper to fly from Stansted than either Heathrow or Gatwick, and since it is less
busy Ryanair can turn aircraft around more quickly. The targets of Ryanair services are leisure travellers,
visiting friends, and visiting relatives. Place Ryanair does not use travel agents so it does not pay agency
commissions. News of the World, Jaguar and Kilkenny beer. Transportation is the main product for Ryanair.
Posted by. For example, Ryanair can place banner advertisements on its web pages for e-promotion. It is
cheaper to fly from Stanstead than either Heathrow or Gatwick. Customer Relationship Management. They are
based in Stansted in Essex â€” which is known as a secondary airport. They are mainly responsible for
passenger safety as well as ancillary revenues onboard. This would speed things up. This message had been
updated or post in the Ryanair website and it also become a headline of the newspaper. They focus on
portraying themselves as a simple and happy family friendly airline. In the same time, Ryanair are
discriminate massively, safe in the knowledge that You can either type your responses directly or attached a
Word document. In , it refused to provide wheelchairs for disabled passengers at London Stansted Airport ,
and greatly angered disabled rights groups Appeal Court rules,  Ryanair offer the food and beverage to
passengers throughout the flight who purchase on board programmed. In one case, the Sabena sued the
Ryanair because one of the advertisement that advertise by Ryanair are misleading and offensive, so that, the
Ryanair was discontinued the advertisement and also publish the apology on their website. Essentially,
marketing is about providing benefits to customers.


